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Abstract 
Unramified coverings of the affine line in characteristic two are constructed having alternat- 
ing groups of degree six and seven as Galois groups. Some other small degree unramified 
coverings of the affine line in characteristic two are also considered. 
1. Introduction 
Let Lk be the affine line over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p > 0, 
and let xa(Lk) be the algebraic fundamental group of L,, i.e., nA(Lk) is the set of finite 
Galois groups of unramified coverings of Lk. In [2] it was observed that every member 
of nA(Lk) is a quasi p-group, i.e., a finite group which is generated by all its p-Sylow 
subgroups, and it was conjectured that conversely TC~( L,) contains all quasi p-groups, 
and hence in particular zA( Lk) contains the alternating group A, for all n 2 p in case of 
p > 2, and for all n # 3,4 in case of p = 2. In [3] this was proved to be so for n 3 p > 2, 
and the case of n # 3,4,6,7 and p = 2 was taken care of in [4] and [S]. In this paper we 
finish off the matter by writing down explicit equations giving unramified coverings of 
the affine line over a field of characteristic 2 having A6 and A7 as Galois groups. In 
other words we shall prove the following result. 
Main Result. For p =2, the alternating groups A6 and A7 belong to n,(L,). (See 
Theorem (2.11) and (2.12).) 
As in [3-51, here also it turns out that some of the equations found in [2] suffice. 
However, as in [S], to show that the said equations do the job we need to use 
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Jacobson’s Criterion. Unlike the more classical criterion which does not work for 
characteristic 2, Jacobson’s Criterion [7, Section 4.8, Exercise 33 for deciding when the 
Galois group of an equation is contained in the alternating group, works for every 
characteristic; for various versions of Jacobson’s Criterion see [S]. 
Namely, by taking p=2=h=t-1 and c,=cZ=l in Proposition 1 of [2] 
we get the unramified covering F” = 0 of Lk for p = 2 where the circle polynomial is 
given by 
F”= Y’+xY4+ Y2+1 
and by using Jacobson’s Criterion we shall show that 
Gal(F”,k(X))=A,. (1.1) 
By throwing away a root of F” and modifying things suitably we get the primed circle 
polynomial 
F’“= Y6+X27Y5+X54Y4+(X18+X36)Y3+X108Y2+(X90+X135)Y+X162 
and by invoking Abhyankar’s lemma we shall show that, for p = 2, the equation F’” = 0 
gives an unramified covering of Lk with 
Gal(F’“, k(X))=&. (1.2) 
In Section 2, as a direct consequence of Jacobson’s Criterion, we shall prove 
Proposition 2.8 claiming that, for p =2 but without assuming k to be algebraically 
closed, we have: Gal(F”, k(X)) c A, o GF(4) c k, where as usual, for any prime power 
q, by GF(q) we denote the finite field of cardinality q. From Proposition 2.8 we shall 
swiftly, deduce Theorem 2.11 about the Galois group of F”, which in turn will yield 
Theorem 2.11 about the Galois group of F’“. In Section 3 we shall give an alternative 
proof of Proposition 2.8 which still uses Jacobson’s Criterion, but replaces some 
numerical lemmas and discriminant calculations by factorizations of certain poly- 
nomials over GF(2’) for various values of j. In Section 4 we shall give another 
alternative proof of Proposition 2.8 by using the resultant criterion of [S] which was 
itself deduced from Jacobson’s Criterion. 
Two of the equations used in [3-53 giving unramified coverings of L, are F”,4,s,a =0 
and F,,,,_=O where 
Fn,q,s,a= Y”-aX”Y’+l with q=n--t=a positive power of p 
and 
Ls,a= Y”-aY’+X” with n=O(p) and s=O(t) 
and where, for both the equations, a is a nonzero element in the algebraically closed 
field k of characteristic p and n, t, s are positive integers with t <n and GCD (n, t) = 1. 
In the said papers, for various values of n and t it was shown that the corresponding 
Galois group (over k(X)) is A,. This suggests that for p=2 we check if the Galois 
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group of F7,2,s,s or F7,4,s,a is A,, and if the Galois group of f6, l,s,B or Fe, 5,s,a is A6; 
actually, in [3] it was shown that 
Gal(F7,,,,,,,k(X))=S7 (1.3) 
and Serre has sent us a proof (e-mail of October 1991), which we shall reproduce in 
Section 5, showing that 
Gal(F7,4,,,,, k(X))= PSL(3,2) (1.4) 
and, finally, in Section 6 we shall show that 
Gal(~,,l,,,,k(X))=Gal(~~,~,~,,,k(X))=PS~(2,5). (1.5) 
By throwing away a root of FV,r,s,a and deforming things suitably we get the manic 
polynomial f;, 1, s,u of degree n- 1 in Y with coefficients in k(X) given by 
F -;,,,,,,= Y_‘[(Y+ l)“-l]-ax-sY-‘[(Y+ l)‘- 11. 
In Section 6, we shall show for p = 2 we have 
Gal& l,s,ar k(X))=AWL 5) (1.6) 
where we observe that 
-, F 6,1,s,a= Y5+ Y3+ Y-ax-” with s~O(5). 
Notation. Note that as usual S, is the symmetric group of degree n. Also note that 
PGL(m, q) = GL(m, q)/(scalar matrices) and PSL(m, q) = SL(m, q)/(scalar matrices), 
where GL(m, q) is the group of all nonsingular m by m matrices with entries in GF(q) 
and SL(m,q) is the group of those members of GL(m,q) whose determinant is 1. 
Moreover note that PSL(2,5) and A, are isomorphic as abstract groups but not as 
permutation groups, and likewise PGL(2,5) and S5 are isomorphic as abstract groups 
but not as permutation groups. Finally note that AGL(l,q) is the group of all 
transformations XHLX + p with 0 # AEGF(q) and pEGF(q) and ASL(l, q) is a certain 
subgroup of AGL(l,q) of index 1 or 2 depending on whether q is even or odd; the 
easiest way to describe ASL(l, q) is to realize that AGL( 1, q) is the one-point stabilizer 
of PGL(2,q) and then define ASL(1,q) to be the one-point stabilizer 
observe that ASL(l, 5) is also called the dihedral group of degree 5. 
of PSL(2,q); 
2. The circle polynomial 
To turn to Jacobson’s Criterion, let 
” 
f=f( Y)= Y”+ c bi Y”_i 
i=l 
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be a manic polynomial of degree n > 1 in Y with coefficients b = (b,, b2, . . . , b,) in 
a field K, and let r=(rI,r2, . . . , I,) be the roots offin some overfield of K. 
Consider the polynomials D(R), D*(R), d(R) in indeterminates R =(R,, RZ, . . . , R,) 
with coefficients in Z given by 
D(R)= 1 fi R;,, and D*(R)= 1 fi RS,: 
na.4, i= 1 ud,&4, i = 1 
and 
A(R)= n (Rj-Ri). 
l<i<j<n 
Let B=(B1,B,, . . . . B,) be indeterminates and, for 1 <i,<n, let us assign weight i to Bi. 
Let C(R)=(C,(R),C,(R), . . . . C,(R)) where for ldidn, we have put Ci(R)=(-1)’ 
times the ith elementary symmetric function of R, i.e., 
Y”+ ~ C,(R) Y”-i= ir (Y-RI). 
i=l i=l 
Now D(R)+D*(R), D(R)D*(R), A2(R) are symmetric homogeneous polynomials of 
degrees n(n - 1)/2, n(n- l), n(n- 1) in R with coefficients in Z and hence there exist 
unique isobaric polynomials U(B), V(B), W(B), of weights n(n - 1)/2, n(n- l), n(n - 1) 
in B with coefficients in Z such that 
U(C(R))=D(R)+D*(R) and V(C(R))=D(R)D*(R) and W(C(R))=A2(R). 
Now by (2.7) of [S] we have 
U2(B)=4J’(B)+ W(B). (2.1) 
By (2.9)-(2.11) of [S] we also have 
U(b)=D(r)+D*(r) and V(b)=D(r)D*(r) and W(b)=(-1)“‘“-‘)‘2Discr(f) 
where Discr(f) is the Y- discriminant off: We put 
J(f)=Z2-U(b)Z+ V(b) 
and we call this Jacobson’s quadratic off: By (2.12) of [S] we have the following. 
Jacobson’s Criterion 2.1. If f has no multiple roots then: Gal(f; K) c A, ifs J(f) has 
a root in K. 
We shall now prove some lemmas about the polynomials U(B), V(B), W(B). 
Lemma 2.2. None of the polynomials U(B), V(B), W(B), has a term independent of 
B,_ 1 and B,, i.e., they are all reduced to zero by putting B,_ 1 = B,=O. 
Proof. Take bi = Bi or bi = 0 according as i < n - 1 or i > n - 1. Then 0 is a multiple root 
offand hence D(r)=O=D*(r) and therefore U(b)= V(b)= W(b)=O. Cl 
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Lemma 2.3. Given any positive integer d < n with GCD(n, d) = 1, let e= n-d and let 
G(B,, B,) be the polynomial in B, and B, with coejjficients in Z obtained by putting zero 
for the remaining variables in W(B). Then 
Proof. Apply the discriminant calculation of Section 19 of [3] to Y” + Bd Ye+ B,. 0 
Lemma 2.4. Given any positive integer d <n with d>(n- 1)/2 and GCD(n,d)= 1, let 
e= n-d and let fl(t?d, B,), and I/(B,, B,), be the polynomials in B, and B, with 
coefficients in Z obtained by putting zero for the remaining variables in U(B) and V(B) 
respectively. Then 
U(B,, &)= 
uB~-‘)~~ with UE.Z\~Z if n f O(2), 
u’B$-‘)‘~B$/~ with u’~Z\22 f n-0(2) 
and 
~(Bd,B,)=vB~-‘+v’B,“-‘B~ with V,V’EZ 
where 
v= 
and 
0’ = 
and 
‘(1/4)[~~-(-1)“‘“-‘)/~n”]~22 if n= l(8), 
(1/4)[u2-(- l)n(n-1)‘2nn]E2.Z if n=7(8), 
(1/4)[~~-(-1)“‘“-‘“~n”]~7\22 ij” n=3(8), 
(1/4)[u2-(-ll)n(n-1)/2nn]EZ\2Z if n=5(8), 
(1/4)[-(- 1)“(“-1)12nn]E2Z if 2<n=0(2), 
,(1/4)[-(-11)“‘“-‘“%“]Ez\22 if n=2, 
‘(1/4)[-(-1)‘“+2”“-‘“2dde”]E2~ if nfO(2) and 2<d-O(2), 
(1/4)[-(-1)(“+2)(“-‘)‘2dde’]~2.Z if nfO(2) and 2<e=0(2), 
(1/4)[-(-1)(“+2)C”-1)/2dde’]EB\2Z if nfO(2) and dE2, 
,(1/4)[-(-1)(“‘2)(“-‘)‘2dde’]~~\2~ if nfO(2) and e=2 
‘(1/4)[U’2_(-l)(“+2)(n-1)/2ddee]E2Z if n=0(8), 
(1/4)[u’2 _( _ l)(n+%n- ‘“2dde’lE2z if n=2(8) and e=d(8), 
(l/4) Cuf2 _(_l)(n+2)(n-1)/2ddeelE2~ if n-6(8) and e-d(8), 
(1/4)Cuf2 -(-l)~n’2)(“-1)~2ddee]~~\2~ if n-2(8) and efd(8), 
(1/4)~~‘2_(_f)(n+2)(n-l)/Zdd e e ]EZ\~H if n-6(8) and efd(8), 
(1/4)cu’2-(- 1) (s+2)(n-1)‘2ddee]EB\2Z if n-4(8). 
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Proof. Clearly B;- l, I?,“- l Bj, B:- l -zdB,Z” are the only monomials of weight n(n - 1) 
in B, and Bd (where the last monomial B,‘-d-’ Bin is included iff n - 1 - 2d = 0), and 
hence B(“-1)/z Bf-‘)/ZBJj/Z, B;-‘-=)/ZB” d are the only possible monomials of weight 
n(n- 1)/k! in h, and B,. Therefore, since U(B) and V(B) are isobaric of weight 
n(n- 1)/2 and n(n- 1) respectively, by Lemma 2.2 we conclude that 
U@d,&)= 
i 
uB~-‘)~~ with UEZ if nf0(2), 
u’B~-“~~B~~~ with U’EZ if nzO(2) 
and 
V(B,,B,)=vB~-‘+v’B,“-‘By with V,V’Ei? 
and hence in view of (2.1) and Lemma 2.3 we get 
(1/4)[u2-(-1)“‘“-‘“2n”]Ez if nf0(2), 
(1/4)[-(-1)“‘“-‘“2rr”]~2Z if 2 < n E O(2), 
(1/4)[-(-l)“(“-‘)~2n”]~2Z\2Z if n=2 
and we get the first displayed portion of the description of v’ together with the fact that 
v’=(1/4)[u’2-(-l)n+2(“-1)~2ddee]~Z if nEO(2). 
Now an integer is odd iff its square is odd, and hence by what we have said so far we 
get the asserted description of a(B,, B,). For any odd integer w we have w = 1 + 2w* 
for some integer w* and this gives w2 = 1+4w*(w* + 1) and hence w2 = l(8) because 
w*(w*+ 1) is always even; therefore by what we have said so far we get the asserted 
description of v and the second portion of the asserted description of u’. 0 
Lemma 2.5. For Y7+B3Y4+B5Y2+B7~Z[B3,B5,B7][Y] we have 
Discy( Y7+B3 Y4+B5Y2+B7)=2833BzB: -2733B2B:B$+2433B3B2B7 
-243274B~BgB;+225273(11)B~B;B; 
-225472B3B~B;+225sB;B7+77B~. 
Proof. Now 
Discr( Y’+ B3 Y4 + B, Y2 + B7) 
=Resy(Y7+B3 Y4+B, Y2+B7,7Y6+4B3 Y3+2B5 Y) 
=7-6Res,(7Y7+7B3 Y4+7B, Y2+7B,,7Y6+4B3 Y3+2B5 Y) 
=7-3Resy(3B3 Y4+5Bs Y2+7B7,7Y6+4B3 Y3+2B, Y) 
=7-‘B7Res,(3B3 Y4+5Bs Y2+7B7,7Y5+4B3 Y2+2B5) 
=7-23-4B;4B7Resy(3B3 Y4+5Bs Y2+7B7,21B3 Y5+ 12B: Y2+6B3B5) 
=7-23-2B;2B7Resy(M, N) 
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where 
M=3B3 Y4+5B5 YZ+7B, 
and 
N= -35Bs Y3+ 12B: Y2-49B, Y+6B,B, 
and clearly 
(35B5)ZM+(105B3B5Y+36B;)N=PY2+P’Y+P* 
with 
P=5372B:-315173B3B5B7+2433B; 
and 
P’=21325’71B:B;-223272B$B, 
and 
P* = 5273B$B, +2333B4B 3 5 
and obviously 
P2N+(35B5PY-12B;P-35B5P’)(PY2+P’Y+P*)=QY+Q’ 
with 
Q= -49B7P2-12B$PP’+35B5PP*-35B5P’2 
and 
Q’=6B3B5P2-12B:PP*-35B5P’P* 
and clearly 
Q’(PY’+P’Y+P*)+(-PQY+PQ’-P’Q)(QY+Q’)=R 
where 
R = PQt2 - P’QQ’ + P*Q2. 
It follows that Res,(M, N)=(35B5)-4P-2R and by substituting the values of Q and 
Q’ in the above expression of R we get 
R=P[P2(6B3B5P-l28~P*)2-70P(6B~B~PP’P*-l2B~B~PIP*2) 
+(35B5P’P*)2]+Q[P*Q-P’Q’] 
=P5(36B23D~)+P4(-144B%B5P*)+P3(144B~P*2-420B3B:P’P*) 
+P2(840B:B5P’P*2)+P(35B5P’P*)2 
+Q[P2(-49B,P*-6B3B5P’)+P(35B5P*2)] 
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=P5(36B~B:)+P4(-l44B:BsP*)+P3(144~~P*2-420~3~:~‘~*) 
+Py340B:BsP’P*2)+P(35BsP’P*)2 
+P4[(-49B7)(-49B,P*-6B3BSP’)] 
+P3[(-49B,)(35BsP*2)+(-l2B~P’+35B5P*)(-49B7P*-6B3BsP’)] 
+P2[(-l2B~P’+35BsP*)(35BsP*2)+(-35B5P’2)(-49B,P*-6B3B5pl)] 
+P[(-35B5P’2)(35BsP*2)]. 
Consequently ResAM, N) =(35B,)-4(R3 + R2 + R, + R,) where 
R3 = P3(2232B$B;) 
and 
R2=P2(-2432B:B5P*+74B:P*+213172B3BgB,pl) 
and 
R,=P(2432B;P*2-215173B5B,P*2-22315171B3B$~P* 
+223172B;B,P’P*-21315171B3B;P’P*+2332B:Bg~2) 
and 
Ro=5272B:P*3+22315171B:BgP’P*2+5173B5B,P’2P*+21315171B3B:P’3 
and now by substituting the values of P,P’,P* in the above expressions of 
R3,R2,Rl,Ro we get 
R3=[2123gB:5-28385173B:1BgB,+28375372B30B~+24365276B3B~B: 
-25355475B;B~B,+24345674B~B;-335379B;B;B; 
+335578B:B:B+325777B3B:B,+5g76B~][2232B$B;] 
=214311B:7B:-2103105173B:3B:B7+210395372B32B:+26385276B~B~B27 
-27375475B~B~B7+26365674B3B~-22355379B:B:B:+22355578B~B:B: 
-22345777B:B;B7+22325976B;B:1 
and 
R1=[2836B:0-25345173B~B5B7+2s335372B:B:+325276B23B:B27 
-2’3’5475B3B~B7+5674B~][(-2735B:B:-24325273B~B35B7) 
+(233374B~B,B:+5277B:B:)+(-233374B~B5B27+22335173B3B:B7)] 
=[2836B:0-25345173B~BgB7+25335372B:B~+325276B:B:B27 
-21315475B3B~B7+5674B~][-2735B~B~-22325173(17)B:B:B7 
+ 5277B:B;] 
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= _215311B:7B:_210385273B33B:B7-212385372B:2B: 
+28365277B~0B~B~+28365277B~B~B~-27355475(11)B~B~B7 
-27355674B;B~-253453710B;B;B; 
+22335379(149)B:B:B;+23335578(17)B;B:B: -22325777(17)B:B;B7 
+3254713B;B$B;-213156712B3B2B’:+58711BiB; 
and 
Rl=[2433B:-315173B3B5B7+5372B~][(21038B:2B:+28355273B~B:B7 
+24325476Bf:B$B;)+(-27365173B$:B,-25335376B’:B;B+ 
-215579B:B;)+(27365173B~B$B7 -26365272B:B;+24335376B;BgB; 
-23335475B:B$B7)+(-273674B;B5B$+26365173B;B:B7 
-24335277B;B;B;+23335376B$B:B:)+(26365173B:B:B7 
-25365272B:B:+23335376B;B;B:-22335475B;B~B7) 
+(273674B~B5B~-27365173B~B;B7+25365272B~B~)] 
=[2433B:-315173B3BgB7+5372B:][2103aB:2B:+28355273B~B:B7 
-26365272B;B:-24335277B:B$B;+24325476B?jB:B$ 
-22345475B:B$B.,-215579B:B;] 
=214311B:7B;+210385173(17)B:3B;B7+211385272B;2B: 
-28365277B~oB~Bj+29355376B~B~B;+2123s537sB~B~B, 
+ 26365574B; B!j + 243453710B; B”s B’: -26335579B; B; B; 
+22325s78(127)B~B~B~-22345777B~B~B7+213156712B3B~B~ 
-2158711B8B3 
5 7 
and 
Ro=[29395272B~2B~-2637547sB~B~B7+23345678B~B~B~+58711B~B~) 
+(-210395173B;3B;B7+29395272B;2B:-28365376B;B:B; 
+27365475B:B<B7-24335579B:B;B;+23335678B;B:B~) 
+(27375177B:0B~Bj-27375276B~B~B~+25375375B~B~B7 
+243453710B,6B:B’:-24345479B~B~B;+22345s78B~B~B~) 
~(-2’3’5~7’B~~B~B~+2~3~5~7~B~B~B~-2~3~5~7~B~B~B~ 
+ 24375474B; Bg) 
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= -2103g5173B~3B~B~+210395272B~2B~-26365276(l7)B~B~B~ 
+2736537s(11)B;B:B7+24375474B;B;+243453710B;B:B; 
-2733547gB:B;Bj+22335578(43)B;B;B:+58711B~B;. 
By adding the above four displays we get 
R, + R2 + RI + R. = 28355476B; B; B: - 27355476B; B; B, + 24355476B;B; 
-243454710B;B:B;+2232567g(11)B;B:B: 
-22325878B;BzB7+22325976B;B:1+3254713B;B;B; 
and now the desired formula for the discriminant follows by dividing the above RHS 
by 325476B;B;B;‘. 0 
Lemma 2.6. Assume that n= 7 and let l@(B,, B,, B7) be the polynomial in B3, Bg, B, 
with coej‘icients in Z obtained by putting B1 = B, = B,= B6 =0 in W(B). Then 
W(B3,B,,B7)=-2833B~B:+2733B~B~B:-2433B:B~B7+243274B~BgB~ 
-225273(11)B~B:B;+225472B3B~B~-2255B~B7-77B~. 
Proof. Follows by multiplying the formula of Lemma 2.5 by (- 1)7(7- I)‘2 = - 1. q 
Lemma 2.7. Assume that n=7 and let 6(B3, B,, B7) and f(B,, B,, B7) be the poly- 
nomials in B,, B5, B, with coeficients in Z obtained by putting B1 = B, = B, = B6 = 0 in 
U(B) and V(B) respectively. Then 
ti(B,,BS,B,) =(1+2uoo3)B:+2~;11B:BgB7 
and 
V(B3,B,,B7)=[(1+2~071)B:B7+(1+221152)B3B:B27+(1+21)233)B~B:B:] 
+ [2@O6B! + 2~~~~ B: BzB7 +2q03 B: B:] 
+[v;~~B~B~B~+u~~~B~B:B:I 
where ~003~~~ll~U071rU152~ U233,UO06,U541,U703,Uj14,U~22 are ek?mentS f z such that 
Uj11=o(2) 0 uj,,r0(2) 0 u&=0(2). 
Proof. NOW k(B3, B5,B7) and c(B,, B5,B7) are isobaric of weights 7(7-l) 
and 7(7-1)/2 in B3,Bs,B7 and in the notation of Lemma 2.4 we 
h_ave e(0,B5,B7)= J?B,,B,), f(B3,0,B7)= v(B,,B,), fi(O,B,,B,)=U(B,,B,), 
U(B,,O, B7)= U(B,, B7), and clearly 
B,B:B:, B;B;B:, B;BgB$, B:B:B7, B$B:B;, Bi”BSB7 
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are exactly all the monomials of weight 7(7 - 1)=42 in Bs, B,, B, in which all the 
three variables occur with positive exponents, and hence BiB,B7 is the only such 
monomial of weight 7(7- 1)/2 =21. Therefore our assertions follow from (2.1), 
Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6. 
Proposition 2.8. Consider the polynomial F o = Y 7 + X Y4 + Y2 + 1 in k(X)[ Y] where 
k is a field of characteristic 2 which need not be algebraically closed. Then: Gal( F”, 
k(X))cA7-GF(4)ck. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.7 for Jacobson’s quadratic J(F”) of F” we have 
J(F”)=Z2+Z+1+X+X2 or Z2+Z+1+X+X2+X3+X6, and hence our asser- 
tion immediately follows from the Jacobson’s Criterion 2.1. 0 
Lemma 2.9. Let kI be an overfield of an algebraically closed field k,,, and let F be 
a manic polynomial of positive degree in Y with coefficients in k,(X) having no multiple 
roots. Then Gal(F,ki(X))=Gal(F, k,,(X)). 
Proof. Clearly Gal(F, kr(X))cGal(F, k,(X)) and hence it suffices to show that 
lGal(F,k,(X))l=~Gal(F,k,(X))l. Upon letting m=IGal(F,kO(X))I, we can find 
a manic irreducible polynomial H of degree m in Y with coefficient in k0 [IX] such that 
the splitting field of F over k,,(X) is obtained by adjoining a root of H. It follows that 
the splitting field of F over k,(X) is obtained by adjoining a root of H to k,(X). 
Therefore it suffices to show that H is irreducible in k,(X)[ Y]. This however follows 
from the obvious fact that the irreducibility of H in k,(X)[ Y] (resp: in ko(X)[ Y]) is 
equivalent to its irreducibility in kI [X, Yj (resp: in kOIX, Y]), and the fact (see [9, 
Theorem 39, page 2301) that: if @ is a nonconstant irreducible polynomial in a finite 
number of indeterminates Z i, Z,, . . . , ZN with coefficients in k0 such that the quotient 
field of k,[Z,,Z,, . . . . Z,]/@ is separably generated over k0 then @ remains irredu- 
cible in kI[Z1,Z2, . . . . Z,]. q 
Theorem 2.10. Let k be ajeld of characteristic 2 which need not be algebraically closed 
and consider the polynomial 
F”= Y7+XY4+ Y’+lEk(X)[Y]. 
Then F” = 0 gives an unram$ed covering of Lk. Moreover: Gal( F “, k(X)) = 
A7*GF(4)ck, and Gal(F”,k1(X))=S7eGF(4)cfk. 
Proof. Clearly Discr( F”) = 1 and hence F” =0 gives an unramified covering 
of Lk. After putting X=0 in F” we get the factorization Y7+ Y2+ 1 = 
( Y2 + Y+ l)( Y5 + Y4 + Y2 + Y+ 1) into irreducible factors in GF(2)[ Y]. Therefore by 
the Residue Cycle Lemma of [4] we see that Gal( F”, GF(2)(X)) contains a transposi- 
tion. Since F” is irreducible of prime degree, by (8.3) of [S] we also see that 
Gal(F”, GF(2)(X)) is primitive. Consequently by (13.3) of [S] we conclude that 
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Gal(F”, GF(2)(X))=S,. Therefore, in view of Proposition 2.8, by Corollary (1.1) of 
the Refined Extension Principle of Section 19 of [3] we have Gal( F”, k;(X)) = A, for 
every finite algebraic field extension k’ of GF(4). From this it follows that 
Gal(F”, k*(X))=A, for the algebraic closure k* of GF(2). Hence by Lemma 2.9 
we get Gal(F”, k(X))= A, for the algebraic closure k of k. Since 
Gal(F”,k(X))cGal(F”,k(X))cS,, we must have Gal(F”,k(X))=A, or S,. From 
this our assertions follow by Proposition 2.8. 0 
Theorem 2.11. Let k be a_field of characteristic 2 which need not be algebraically closed 
and consider the polynomial 
F’“= Y6+X27Y5+X54Y4+(X1*+X36)Y3+X1o8Y2+(X9o+X135)Y+X162 
in k(X)[ Y]. Then F’“=O gives an unramijed covering of L,, and: Gal(F’“, k(X))=A, 
or S6. Moreover: ifGF(4)c k then Gal(F’“, k(X))= As. 
Proof. With F” as in Theorem 2.10, by solving the equation F” =0 we get 
X=[ Y’+ Y*+ 11/Y” and hence k(X, Y)=k( Y), i.e., k(Y) is a root field of F” over 
k(X). By throwing away the root Y of F” we get 
(l/Z)[(Z+ Y)7+x(z+ Y)4+(Z+ Y)2+1-(Y7+XY4+ Y*+l)] 
=z6+ yz5+ Y*z4+(x+ Y3)z3+ Y422+(1+ Y’)Z+ Y6 
and by substituting X= [ Y’ + Y* + l]/ Y4 in the RHS we get 
z6+ yz5+ Y2Z4+[(1+ Y*)/Y4]z3+ Y4z*+(l+ Y5)Z+ Y6 
and writing Z=Z’/Y* and multiplying throughout by Y1* we obtain 
2’6+ Y3z’5+ Y6z’4+(Y*+ Y4)Z3+ Y1*z’*+(Y1o+ Y’5)Z’+ Y18 
and finally by writing (X, Y) for (Y, Z’) we get F* where 
F*= Y6+X3Y5+X6Y4+(X2+X4)Y3+X12Y2+(X10+X15)Y+X1s. 
Now Gal( F*, k(X)) is the one-point stabilizer of Gal(F”, k(X)) and hence 
by Theorem 2.10 we see that: Gal(F*,k(X))=A,*GF(4)ck, and: 
Gal( F*, k(X)) = S6 o GF(4) # k. Therefore, since F’” is obtained by changing X to X9 
in F*, by Corollary (2.2) of the Substitutional Principle of Section 19 of [3] we 
conclude that: Gal(F’“, k(X))=A, or S,, and: if GF(4)c k then Gal(F’“, k(X))= A6. 
Let k* be the algebraic closure of GF(2). From the equations Disc,(F”)= 1 and 
X= [ Y7+ Y2 + II/Y4 we deduce that X= cc is the only valuation of k*(X)/k* which 
is ramified in k*( Y) and there it splits into the valuations Y= cc and Y=O with 
reduced ramification exponents 3 and 4 respectively. Therefore by Section 2 of [I] we 
see that F” factors into two irreducible factors F3 and F4 of degrees 3 and 4 in Q[ Y] 
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where Q is the meromorphic series field in X-l with coefficients in k*. Since 
Gal(F”, 52) c Gal( F”, k*(X)) c A, and Gal(F,, a) = a cyclic group of order 3, we must 
have Gal(F,,Q)cA,. Consequently, again by Section 2 of [l], we see that the 
reduced ramification of any extension of the valuation X = cc to the splitting field of 
F” over k*(X) is 12 or 36. Therefore by Abhyankar’s Lemma, X = E is the only 
valuation of k*(X)/k which is ramified in a root field of F’” over k*(X). Since k* is 
separable algebraic over GF(2), it follows that X= cc is the only valuation of 
GF(2)(X)/GF(2) which is ramified in a root field of F’” over GF(2)(X). Therefore 
X= co is the only valuation of k(X)/k which is ramified in a root field of F’” over 
k(X). Thus F’“=O gives an unramified extension of L,. 0 
Remark 2.12. The above Theorems 2.10 and 2.11 complete the proof of our Main 
Result. 
Problem 2.13. Let the situation be as in Theorem 2.11. By the above proof it is 
conceivable that F;” =0 gives an unramified covering of Lk where F;” is obtained by 
substituting XII3 for X in F’“; decide if this is so or not. By the above proof it follows 
that: Gal(F;“,k(X))=A, or Se, and: if GF(4)ck then Gal(F;“,k(X))=A,. 
Apply Jacobson’s Criterion to decide for which fields k with GF(4)$ k we 
have Gal(F’“, k(X))=A,, and for which fields k with GF(4)$ k we have 
Gal(F;“,k(X))=A,. 
3. Alternative proof of Proposition 2.8 by factorization 
In Section 2 we proved Proposition 2.8 by using Lemma 2.4 together with dis- 
criminant calculation. In this section we shall give an alternative proof of 2.8 by 
factoring polynomials over Galois fields. Note that Corollaries 3.2, 3.4, 3.5, 
Lemmas 3.1, and 3.3 constitute a characteristic 2 weaker version of Lemma 2.4, 
whereas Lemma 3.6 is a characteristic 2 weaker version of Lemma 2.7. We shall use 
the notation of the beginning part of Section 2 ending at Lemma 2.2. Moreover, by 
U’(B), V”(B) we shall denote the members of GF(2)[B] obtained by reducing the 
coefficients of U(B), V(B) mod 2, and by @(B,), ?(B,), we shall denote the members 
of GF(2)[&] obtained by putting zero for the remaining variables in U’(B), V(B), 
and, for any positive integer d <n, by U’(B,,B,), p(Bd,B,) we shall denote the 
members of GF(2)[B,, B,] obtained by putting zero for the remaining variables in 
v’(B), V(B), and finally, for any positive integers 6 <d <n, by fi’(Ba, Bd, B,), 
V(Bd, & B,), we shall denote the members of GF(2)[B,, B,, B,] obtained by putting 
zero for the remaining variables in U’(B), V(B). Note that then for any manic 
polynomial f= Y”+bi Y”-‘+...+b, with coefficients b=(bl, ._., b,) in a field of 
characteristic 2, by (2.1) and the displayed line immediately following it, we have 
Discr(f)= U”(b). 
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Lemma 3.1. Letf,= Y”+ leGF(2)[ Y] and g,,=Gal(f,, GF(2)). Then 
zy n is odd and gnc A,, 
$ n is odd and g,$ A,. 
Proof. Assume that n is odd. Then c”(l)= Disc&,)= 1 and hence 
J(fn)=Zz +Z+ p(l) and therefore by Jacobson Criterion 2.1 we see that: p(l)=0 or 
1 according as gn c A, or not. By weight consideration, the only possible term of 
p(B,) is B:-‘. Therefore ?(B,)=O or Bi-’ according as g,,cA, or not. q 
Corollary 3.2. If n = 7 then p(B,) = 0. 
Proof. Clearly f. = Y7 + 1 =( Y+ l)( Y3 + Y + l)( Y3 + Y2 + 1) where the factors are 
irreducible over GF(2) and hence gnC A7. Therefore our assertion follows from 
Lemma 3.1. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Given any positive integer d < n with d 2 (n - 1) /2 and GCD(n, d) = 1, let 
fn,d= Y”+ Ynmd+ leGF(2)[ Y] and g,,d=Gal(f,,d,GF(2)). Then 
(0 if ?(B,)=O and gn,dcA,, 
if ?(B,)#O and g,,,i$A,. 
Proof. Now u’z(l,l)=DiscY(fn,d)= 1 and hence J(f,,d)=Z2+Z+ p(l,l) and there- 
fore by Jacobson’s Criterion 2.1 we see that: p(l, l)=O or 1 according as g., dc A, or 
not. By weight consideration, B~B~-d-’ and I$-’ are the only possible terms of 
p(Bd,&), and hence p(B,,B,)= ?‘(B,)+w&B”,-~-’ with WEGF(~). This yields our 
assertion. 0 
Corollary 3.4. If n = 7 and d = 3 then p (Bd, B,) = 0. 
Proof. Clearly f,, ,, is irreducible over GF(2) and hence g., dc A,. Therefore our 
assertion follows from Lemma 3.3. 0 
Corollary 3.5. If n = 7 and d = 5 then p(Bd, B,) = B: B7. 
Proof. Clearly f., d=( Yz + Y+ l)( Y5 + Y4 + Y2 + Y+ 1) where the factors are 
irreducible over GF(2) and hence g., d $ A,. Therefore our assertion follows from 
Lemma 3.3. 0 
Lemma 3.6. Assume n = 7. Then 
U’2(B3,Bs,B7)=B~. 
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Table 1 
(l,l, 1) (l,a, 1) (a, 4 do (k 6 1) (l>l>B) 
GF(2) GW GF(4) GF(4) GW 
Gal(F, k’) 
@(B3>B,,Bd 
v(B,> B,. B,) 
B:B, 
B:B:B: 
B, B: B: 
BSB4B 3 5 7 
B$B:B: 
B;B5B:: 
B:‘B B 5 7 
Table 2 
+A, CA, 
1 1 
1 Oor 1 
1 x 
1 1 
1 a+1 
1 r 
1 a+1 
1 a 
1 d( 
*- 
aora+l 
a+1 
LX+1 
a+1 
a 
a 
a+1 
1 
GW) Y’+Y4+Y2+1=(Y+1)(P+Y5+Y4+Y+1) 
GW) Y7+Y4faY2+1=(Y+a)(YZ+aY+l)(Y4+aYZ+aZY+aZ) 
GW) Y’+uY~+LxY~+u=(Y*+u~Y+1)(Y5+azY4+u~Y3+u*Yz+Y+u) 
GF(4) Y’+aY~+uY~+1=(Y+1)(Y+~*)(Y5+uY4+u~YZ+Y+a) 
GW Y’+ Y4+ r’+~=(Y2+~2Y+82)(Y~+82Y4+BY3+PZY*+B6Y+86) 
and 
with UEGF(~). 
Proof. Let F= Y7+B, Y4+B, Y’+B,. Thenfif2(B,,B,,B,)=Discy(F) and hence 
the first assertion follows by noting that clearly Disc,(F) = B;. In view of Lemma 2.2, 
Corollaries 3.2 and 3.4, by weight consideration, B:& B:“B5B7,BfB:E~, 
B:B~B,,B~B,B$,B~B~B~ and B3B:B; are the only possible terks of p(B3,BS,B7), 
and by Corollary 3.5 we know that B: B, is a term of ?‘(B,, B,, B,). Now we shall 
refer to the Tables 1 and 2 where GF(4)=GF(2)(a) and GF(8)=GF(2)@) with 
t12 + a + 1 =0 and B3 + j?+ 1 =O, and where in the fifth row of Table 1 we have 
YE{07 I,B,P+l}. 
To explain the tables, first we substitute the values from the first row of Table 1 in 
F and factor it over the field k’ given in the second row of Table 1, and we record the 
result in Table 2, where vertical columns have become horizontal rows for the sake of 
printing. Also we record the values of the relevant terms after this substitution in the 
last 5 rows of Table 1. Now we can tell whether Gal(F, k’)cA, or not by looking at 
the degrees of the factors and we record this in the third row of Table 1. In the fourth 
row of Table 1, we record the values of e’(BJ, Bg, B,)=B:. Now consider 
J(F)=Z2+Uf(B3,B~,B,)Z+ ?(B3,BS,B7). In view of Jacobson’s Criterion 2.1, 
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by looking at the third and the fourth rows of Table 1, we can decide what are 
the possible values for p(B3, BgrB7) and we record them in the fifth row of 
Table 1. 
From now on we shall only refer to the last 8 rows of Table 1. Note that 
?(B3, Bg, B-,) is a sum of monomials including BZB,, which are among the mono- 
mials listed under it. We shall examine columns 2 to 6, one by one, where the results 
obtained from earlier columns will affect the result of the next column. Looking at the 
2nd column, we see that p(B3, Bg, B7) is the sum of an odd number of monomials. 
Now looking at the 3rd column, we see that B:B:B; occurs. Looking at the 4th 
column, we see that B:‘B, B, is not a term of ?(B3, B5, B,). Now, looking at the 5th 
column, we see that precisely one of B3 B: B: or B: BtB7 occurs and that both or none 
of B:B: B< and B:B:B’: occur. Finally, looking at the 6th column, we conclude that 
B:BtB7 does not occur. q 
Remark 3.7. In Lemma 3.1 we did not consider the case when n is even which was 
included in Lemma 2.4. Here is a combinatorial proof of that case which says that: for 
n even, but different from 2, we have Z”(B,) = 0. To see this write n = 2”l with 1 odd. 
Then Y”+ 1 has I distinct roots of the same multiplicity 2”. We may label these 
roots as p=(pl,pz,...,p.) with p,,=~~+~ for ~=1,2”+1,...,[2”x(I-l)]+l 
and v=l,2, . . ..2”-1. and p,,#pPI1, whenever ~=[2”x(i-l)]+l and 
$=[2”‘x(A’-l)]+l where 1 and A’ are distinct members of the set {1,2, . . . . I-l}. 
Thus we may regard that the n roots of Y” + 1 are divided into I blocks of size 2”. Now 
consider the group of all permutations fixing all these blocks, and also the subgroup 
consisting of even permutations amongst them. This group contains a transposition 
and has order (2”!)’ and hence the subgroup has order (2”!)‘/2 which is even because 
either m> 1 or 1>2. Moreover, for any ZES,, the sets {oEA,: nl=r pf,i: =fJlzl p&‘} 
and {a~$\& fll=lp$t{=fll=lpf;j’} are unions of cosets of the said subgroup in S,. 
Therefore D(p)=O=D*(p) and hence fi(B,)= p(B,)=O. 
First alternative proof of Proposition 2.8. We are considering the polynomial 
F” = Y7 +X Y4 + Y2 + 1 in k(X)[ Y] where k is a field of characteristic 2 which need 
not be algebraically closed, and we want to show that: Gal(F”, k(X))c A7 o 
GF(4) c k. Now clearly Discy( F”) = 1 and hence in view of Lemma 3.6, by substituting 
(X,1,l)for(B,,B,,B7),wegetJ(F”)=ZZ+Z+1+X+X2orZ2+Z+1+X+XZ+ 
X3 +X6. In either case J( F”) has a root in k(X) iff GF(4) c k. Therefore by Jacobson’s 
Criterion 2.1 we conclude that: Gal(F”, k(X))cA7*GF(4)ck. 0 
4. Alternative proof of Proposition 2.8 by resultant criterion 
In this Section, we shall deduce our Proposition 2.8 as a consequence of (3.17) and 
(3.32) of [S]. In proving Lemma 4.2 we shall tacitly use the following obvious 
Sublemma 4.1 which was implicitly used in the proof of Lemma 2.5. 
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Sublemma 4.1. Let f= a Y” + . . . and 4 = a Y’+ ... be polynomials of degrees n d v with 
coeficients a, .,. , a, . . . , in any field where we assume that a #O #a. Let Y =v- n, 
let u and 8 be constants with u nonzero and let I,$ = u$ + 9 Y”f=/?Yr’ + ... where f3 
is a nonzero constant and p is a nonnegative integer (obviously pdv). Let s= v-p. 
Then 
Resy(f, 4)= C(W~~“)lResdi $1 
and 
Res&f I= CC- 1Yl CWMu”)l RMlC/,f ). 
Lemma 4.2. Consider the polynomial f(Y)= Y7+b3 Y4+bS Y2+b7 where b3,b5,b7 
are nonzero elements in a field K of characteristic 2. Following the notation of Section 
3of[5]letf”(Y)=Y3andf”(Y)=b3YZ+bsY+b7sothatf(Y)=Yf”(Y2)+fA(Y2). 
Let f ‘( Y)= Y’f “y( Y’)+ Yf “y( Y2) where subscript Y indicates Y-derivative. Then 
Res,( f ( Y), Tfy( Y) +f’( Y)) = b$ T7 + b$ T6 
+[b;b;b:+b,b:b:+b:b,+b$] TS+b$T4 
+[b;b$b7+b3b:b:+b$]T3+[b;b;b7+b$] T2 
+[b:b:b,+b:b:b:+b’:]T+[b:b$b,+b$]. 
Proof. Clearly f “y( Y)= Y2 and f”,( Y)= b, and hence f’(Y)= Y6 + b, Y. Also 
fY( Y)= Y6 and hence Tfy(Y)+f*(Y)=Yf(Y) where f(Y)=(T+1)Y5+b5. 
Therefore 
RWf (Y), TfY( Y)+f ‘( Y)) 
- b7 
=f (O)R+(f;f )=(T+ 1)2 -Resy(G,f)=$Resy(C,g) 
3 
where 
G=(T+l)f+Y2f=b3(T+1)Y4+bsTY2+b7(T+1) 
and 
g=b3f+ YG=b,TY3+b7(T+1)Y+b3b5 
and clearly 
b 
g ResY(Gg)=&T Resy(E,g)= 
3 3 5 
& Resd-5 e) 
3 5 
where 
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with 
H=(b3b7+b:)T2+b3b7 and Z=bgb,(T+l) and J=b5b7T(T+1) 
and 
e=Hg+b,z-YE=hY2+iY+j 
with 
h=b:b:T(T+l) and i=b,b$(T+1)3 and j=b3b,H. 
Expanding the 4 by 4 matrix by the first two rows H, I, J, 0 and 0, H, I, .Z (the last two 
rows being h, i, j, 0 and 0, h, i, j) we get 
Res,(E,e)=H2j2+HZij+HJ(i2+hj)+(Z2+HJ)hj+Z.Zhi+J2h2 
and now substituting j = b3 b5 H we get 
H-‘Resy(E,e)=b~b~H3+b3bgZiH+Ji2+b3b5Z2h+JhH-1[Zi+Jh] 
and clearly 
Zi+Jh=[b:b,b,(T+1)2][b3b,(T+1)2+b:T2]=[b:b,b,(T+1)2]H 
and hence 
H-‘Resy(E,e)=b~b:H3+b3b,ZiH+Ji2+b3bsZ2h+b~bSb,Jh(T+1)2 
and therefore substituting 
h=b:b$(T+l) and i=b3b:(T+1)3 and J=bsb7T(T+1) 
we get 
[b$b,H]-‘Resy(E,e)=b,H3+[b~(T+1)3]ZH+bjT(T+1)7 
+[b3b:T(T+1)]Z2+b$b:b:T2(T+1)4 
and now substituting Z = b$ b5 (T+ 1) we have 
[b:b,H]-‘Resy(E,e)=b,H3+[b:b5b~(T+1)4]H+b:T(T+1)7 
+b:b:T(T+1)3+b:bzb;T2(T+1)4 
and now using the fact that H=(b3b7+bg)T2+b3b7 we get 
b,H3+[b~bsb~(T+1)4]H=bsH[H2+b~b~(T4+1)] 
and 
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and hence 
and therefore 
Cb~b,TH]-‘Resy(E,e)=[b3b:b7+b:]T5+b3b:b7T3+6:(T+1)7 
+6:b~(T+1)3+b~b:b~T(T+1)4 
and clearly 
(T+1)7=T7+T6+TS+T4+T3+T2+T+l 
and 
(T+1)3=T3+T2+T+1 and T(T+1)4=T5+T 
and hence 
[b~bsTH]-‘Resy(E,e)=b:T7+b:T7+bjT6 
+[b2,b3,bZ,-tb3b:b7+b:+b:]T5+b:T4 
+[b:b:+b3b:b7+b:]T3+[b:b:+bj]T2 
+[b:b:+b:b:b:+b:]T+[b:b;+b;]. 
NOW our assertion follows from the last equation and the first two displays 
involving Resr. 0 
Second alternative proof of Proposition 2.8. We are considering the polynomial 
F” = Y7 + X Y4 + Y2 + 1 in k(X) [ Y] where k is a field of characteristic 2 which need 
not be algebraically closed, and we want to show that: Gal( F”, k(X))c A7 o 
GF(4)ck. Now clearly Discr(F”)= 1, and by substituting (X, 1,1) for (b3, b=,, b7) the 
coefficient of T5 in the RHS of the asserted equation of (4.2) we get X2 + X. Hence by 
(3.16) and (3.32.3) of [S] we have Rat(F”)=X2 +X+ 1 where Rat is as defined in the 
cited item (3.16). Obviously: X2 +X + 1 = z2 + z for some zE k(X) iff GF(4) c k. There- 
fore by (3.17) of [3] we conclude that: Gal(F”,k(X))cA,oGF(4)ck. 0 
5. The bar polynomial 
Lemma 5.1. Let K be ajield of characteristic p>O, let m be a positive integer, and let 
0 = O(Y) = YPm +I”‘0 IEi Yp’ with link. Assume that 10 #O, i.e., equivalently assume 
that 0 has no multiple roots. Then Gal(O, K) is a subgroup of GL(m, p). 
Proof. The roots of 0 form an additive subgroup of the splitting field K * of 0 over K. 
In other words the said splitting field is a vector space over GF(p) and the roots form 
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a subspace. By cardinality, the dimension of this subspace is m. Now Gal(O, K) is 
a subgroup of the group of all GF(p)-automorphisms of K* which itself is a subgroup 
of the group of all vector space automorphisms of K*. Therefore Gal(O, K) is 
a subgroup of GL(m, p). 0 
Lemma 5.2. Let K be a jield of characteristic p > 0, let m be a positive integer, and let 
A=A( Y)= yp”-~+~P~~qJpi-l with liEK. Assume that &#O, i.e., equivalently 
assume that A has no multiple roots. Then Gal(A, K) is a subgroup of GL(m, p) when we 
regard GL(m, p) as acting on nonzero vectors. 
Proof. In Lemma 5.1 take O(Y)= Y/i(Y). 0 
Theorem 5.3. Let a be a nonzero element qf a jield k of characteristic 2 which need 
not be algebraically closed, let s be a positive integer, and consider the polynomial 
&,4,s,a= Y'-aXSY3+ lEk(X)[ Y]. 
Then p 7,4,s,a=0 gives an unramijied covering of Lk, and Gal(F7,4,,,,, k(X))= PSL(3,2). 
Proof. Clearly Discy(F7,4,s,o)= 1 and hence F7,4,s,a=0 gives an unramified covering 
of Lk. Now F 7,4, l,rr =O is irreducible because it is linear in X. Therefore 
Gal(F7.4, l,a, k(X)) is transitive and hence its order is divisible by 7. By solving the 
equation F 7,4,1,0=0 we get X=( Y’+ l)/aY3 and hence the valuation X= 00 of 
k(X)/k splits into the valuations Y= cc and Y=O of k(X, Y)= k( Y) with reduced 
ramification exponents 4 and 3 respectively. Therefore the order of Gal(F,,,, l,rr, k(X)) 
is divisible by 4 as well as 3. Consequently the order of Gal(F7,4, l,or k(X)) is divisible 
by 7 x 4 x 3 = 84= 168/2. By Lemma 5.2 we know that Gal(F’,,, 1,11, k(X)) is a sub- 
group of PSL(3,2). Since PSL(3,2) is a simple group of order 168, we must have 
Gal@‘,,, l,n, k(X))= PSL(3,2). Therefore, since PSL(3,2) is a nonabelian simple 
group, by Corollary 2.8 of the Substitutional Principle of Section 19 of [3] we 
conclude that Gal(F7,4,s,a, k(X))= PSL(3,2). 0 
6. The Tilde polynomial 
Theorem 6.1. Let a be a nonzero element of ajield k of characteristic 2 which need not be 
algebraically closed, let s be a positive integer, and consider the polynomials 
E&1,s,n= p--_Y+XXSEk(X)[Y] and g,&+= Y5+ Y3+ Y-ax-“Ek(X)[Y]. 
Then F 6, l,s,a=O gives an unramijied covering of Lk, and for its Galois group we have: 
Gal(f 6,1,s,ork(X))=PSL(2,5)0GF(4)ck, and: Gal(~~,,,,,.,k(X))=PGL(2,5)0 
GF(4)$ k. Moreover, ifs~O(5) then F&l,s,o= 0 gives an unramijied covering of Lk and 
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for its Galois group we have: Gal(f& l,s.a, k(X))= ASL(1,5) or AGL(1,5). Forther- 
more, ifs-O(5) and GF(4)c k then: Gal(F& l,s,o, k(X))=ASL(l, 5). Finally, ifs=5 and 
GF(4)$ k then: Gal(f& l,s,e, k(X))=AGL(l, 5). [Note that PSL(2,5) and A5 are 
isomorphic as abstract groups but not as permutation groups, nd likewise PGL(2,5) and 
S5 are isomorphic as abstract groups but not as permutation groups. Observe that 
ASL(l, 5) is also called the dihedral group of degree 51. 
Proof. Obviously Discy(F6, l,s,a) = a6 and hence F” 6, l,s,o=O gives an unramified 
covering of L,. In the notation of Lemma 2.4 we have o(B5, Bg)=u’@ with u’EZ\~Z, 
and V(B,, B6)=vBg +v’B: with v~2Z and v’EZ\~Z. Therefore Jacobson’s poly- 
nomial off 6,1,s,a is Z2+a3Z+a6, and clearly: this has a root in k(X) iff GF(4)ck. 
Hence by Jacobson’s Criterion 2.1 we see that: Gal(F”,, l,s,a, k(X))c A6 oGF(4)c k. 
Now F6, 1, I,0 is irreducible because it is linear in X. By solving f66.1, l,o =0 we get 
X=aY- Y6 and hence k(X, Y)=k(Y), i.e., k(Y), is a root field of F6,1,1,a=0 over 
k(X). By throwing the root Y of f6,1,1,U we get 
(l/Z)[(Z+Y)6-a(Z+ Y)+X-(Y6-aY+X)]=Z5+ Y2Z3+ Y4Z-a 
and by substituting Y= l/Y’ and Z=Z’/ Y’ in the right hand side (RHS) and then 
multiplying throughout by Y’5 we get the polynomial 
which is irreducible because Z’5+Z’3+Z’ is divisible by Z’ but not Z’2. Clearly the 
valuation X = a3 of k(X)/k has the valuation Y= cx3 as the only extension to k( Y), and 
by changing (Y,Z’) to (X, Y) in Y( Y-‘,Z’) we get Fk,,,,,,. Therefore f&,1,5.a=0 gives 
an unramified covering of L,, the group Gal(F&,,,,,,, k(X)) is the one-point stabilizer 
of the group Gal(f6,1,1,,,k(X)), and the group Gal(F”6,1,1,,,k(X)) is doubly 
transitive. 
By throwing away the root Z’ of Y( Y’, Z’) we get 
(1/T)[(T+2’)5+(T+Z’)3+(T+Z’)-aY5-(Z5+Z’3+ZI-aY5)] 
= T4+Z)T3+ P+ZIT+2’4+2’2+1 
and by substituting Z’= l/Z* and T= T*/Z* in the RHS and then multiplying 
throughout by Z*4 we get the polynomial 
Q(z*,T*)=T*4+T*3+z*2T*2+z*27-*+1+Z*2+Z*‘+. 
In GF(4)[Z*, r*] we have the factorization 
qz*, T*)= Ql(z*, T*)LyZ*, T*) 
with 
Ri(Z*, T*)= T*2+UiT*+N2iZ*2+Sli for 1 <i<2 
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where GF(4) = GF(2)(a), i.e., 
a2 + c1+ 1 = 0 or equivalently ~1~ = 1 # CI. 
By changing Z* to Z’- ’ we get 
52(2’_‘, T*)=SZ1(Z’-‘, T*)Q,(Z’-‘, T*). 
For a moment assume that GF(4) c k. For 1 < i < 2, by degree considerations we see 
that ~i(Z*, T*) has no root in k[Z*] and hence Ri(Z’, T*) is irreducible in 
k(Z’)[T*]. For the root field k( Y’, Z’) of Y( Y’,Z’) over k(Z) we clearly have 
[k( Y’, Z’): k(Z’)] = 5 fO(2) and h ence, for 1~ id 2, the irreducibility of the quadratic 
sZi(Z’-‘, T*) in k(Z’)[ T*] implies its irreducibility in k( Y’, Z’)[ T*]. Also we have 
c?Q,(Z’-‘,a’T*+l)=Q,(Z’-‘, T*). 
Therefore (Gal(FG,16,1,1,a, k(X))]=6 x 5 x 2=60, and the group Gal(Fe,l,l,,, k(X)) is 
doubly transitive but not triply transitive. Since Ga1(F66,1,1,9, k(X)) is a subgroup of 
A6 of index 6, considering the permutation representation of A6 by cosets according to 
Gal(f6,1,1,a, k(X)) we see that Gal(Fe,l,l,,, k(X))=&. Since Gal(f6,1,1,0, k(X)) is 
doubly transitive but not triply transitive, we get Gal(~~,,,,,,,k(X))=PSL(Z, 5) 
(see [6], Chapter II 4.7, 6.14). Therefore, since PSL(2,5) is nonabelian simple, by 
Corollary 2.8 of the Substitutional Principle of Section 19 of [3] we have 
Gal(F 6,1,s,a, k(X))= PSL(2,5). Since ASL(1,5) is the one-point stabilizer of PSL(2,5), 
we also get Gal(f,&,, k(X))=ASL(l, 5). Since k was any field containing GF(4), we 
get Gal(F&,l,S,., k(X))= ASL(1,5) where &is the algebraic closure of k. Consequently, 
since the only homomorphic images of ASL( 1,5) other than itself are cyclic groups of 
order 1 or 2, in view of Corollary 3.1 of the Substitutional Principle of Section 19 of 
C31 we get Ga1(f&~,,,,, k(X)) = ASL(1,5) provided s SO(~). Therefore we must have 
Gal(F&l,s,aY k(X))=ASL(l,S) provided s=O(5). 
Now assume that GF(4)$k. Then it is clear that Gal(Fe,l,,,,,k(cc)(X)) is a 
subgroup of Gal(k7,+,, k(X)) of index 1 or 2, and by what we have provided 
above we get Gal(F,,,,,,,,k(a)(X))$A, and Gal(F”~,,,,,,,k(X))=PSL(2,5)cA,. 
Consequently Gal(fg,l,,,a, k(X))=PGL(2,5)zS, (see [6], Chapter II 4.7, 6.14). 
Since AGL(1,5) is the one-point stabilizer of PGL(2,5), we get 
Gal(F&,,, k(X))=AGL(1,5). Now [AGL(1,5):ASL(1,5)]=2, and if srO(5) then 
ASL(1,5)=Gal(F”~,,,,,,,k(cc)(X))cGal(~~,,,,,,,k(X))cGal(F”~,,,,,,,k(X)). There- 
fore if szO(5) then Gal(F”kpl,,,,, k(X))=ASL(l, 5) or AGL(1,5). 0 
Theorem 6.2. Let k be afield of characteristic 2 which need not be algebraically closed 
and consider the polynomial 
k5,s,a =Y6-aY’+X”~k(x)[ Y] with O#a~k and positive integers s-=0(5). 
Then F” 6,5,s,a=0 gives an unramijed covering of Lk. Moreover: Gal(fe,s,s,o, k(X))= 
PSL(2,5)eGF(4)ck, and: Gal(F”6,5,,,,, k(X)) = PGL(2,5) 9 GF(4)# k. [Again note 
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that PSL(2,5) and A, are isomorphic as abstract groups but not as permutation groups, 
and likewise PGL(2,5) and S5 are isomorphic as abstract groups but not as permutation 
groups.] 
Proof. By Section 20 of [3] we see that f 6,5, s, (1 = 0 gives an unramified covering of Lk. 
By reciprocating the roots of F6,5,s,o we get the polynomial Y6-ax-“Y+X-“. By 
multiplying the roots of this last polynomial by X-“I5 and then substituting X-’ for 
X we get F”6,i,e,s/5+,. Therefore Gal(~6,5,,,,,k(X))=Gal(~6,1,s,s,o, k(X)), and hence 
our assertions follow from Theorem 6.1. q 
Problem 6.3. In the remaining cases of Theorem 6.1, decide whether 
Gal(f&,,, k(X)) is ASL(l, 5) or AGL(l, 5). This can be done by using Jacobson’s 
Criterion because we know that if s=O(5) then Gal(Fk,i,,,,,k(X))=ASL(1,5) or 
AGL(1,5), and clearly ASL(1,5)cA, and AGL(1,5)+A,. 
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